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A R T S & C U L T U R E

Don’t Just Stand 
There 
Artist Scott Snibbe ’91,’95 ScM uses digital 
technology to make viewers a part of his art.
BY JULIA M. KLEIN 

[ D I G I T A L  A R T ]  “Since I was three, I knew I wanted 
to be an inventor and an artist,” Scott Snibbe says, “and that’s 
what I became.”

Snibbe, thirty-nine, is both a 
 ne artist and an applied 
one, working  on the cutting edge of interactive digital art 
and social media. His installations appear in museums, uni-
versities, airports, and other public spaces, including one at 
the Beijing Olympics. The movement of the human body 
through space is, in fact, both a subject and a technique; to 
experience a Snibbe installation is to become part of it.

Snibbe’s installations typically involve a camera, com-
puter, and projector. The camera captures images of people 
as they move, while the software analyzes the images for 
information and then makes the installation “respond in a 
meaningful way,” Snibbe says. “It’s not at all about new tech-
nology. It’s about a way to emotionally and socially engage 
people to participate in a work of art or a science exhibit.”

Two of Snibbe’s creations, Boundary Functions (1998) 
and Deep Walls (2003), were featured in the Milwaukee 
Art Museum’s Act/React Interactive Art exhibition this 
winter. Both are “interactive without an interface” (such 
as a mouse) and collaborative, says guest curator George 
Fi
 eld. “Within that 
 eld, Scott is a standout.” Describing 
Boundary Functions, Fi
 eld says, “If one person walks across 
[the piece] nothing happens. If two persons walk, a line is 
drawn between them.” As people join in, lines delineate 
their personal space. “When you reach out and touch some-
one next to you, you break the line and become one,” Fi
 eld 
says. “It’s a very simple piece and unbelievably elegant. It 
makes you collaborate by 
 rst de
 ning you as individual, 
which is a very profound thing.”

Born in New York City and raised in Scituate, Massa-
chusetts, and Pebble Beach, California, by sculptor parents, 
Snibbe chose to attend Brown because its curriculum would 
allow him to easily combine his two loves, art and science. 

But don’t despair. In The Tyranny of Dead Ideas: Letting Go 
of the Old Ways of Thinking to Unleash a New Prosperity, Miller 
o	 ers compelling solutions: “Facing this head-on gives you 
the real kind of hope,” he says. “There are ways to address 
all this stu	 .”

But instead of addressing the real issues, Miller says, 
politicians are spouting bromides and pro	 ering shopworn 
solutions—the “dead ideas” of his book title—that can only 
lead the United States to catastrophe.  “I want to wake people 
up to the direction we’re headed,” Miller says.

Miller worked in retail and as a management consultant for 
McKinsey before heading to Washington, D.C., to work for 
the federal government. He worked for the O�  ce of Manage-
ment and Budget until 1995, when he left the Clinton White 
House to pursue journalism and business consulting. He is 
now a senior fellow at the Center for American Progress, a 
Washington, D.C., think tank started by former Clinton Chief 
of Sta	  John Podesta. 

For the last twelve years he has also hosted public radio’s 
Left, Right, and Center, a political talk show produced at 
KCRW in Santa Monica, California. The show bills itself as 
a “civilized yet provocative antidote to the screaming talking 
heads that dominate political debate” and features political 
pundits unafraid of straying from their party’s line. Only 
occasionally do they yell at one another.

Miller is a centrist who de
 es easy ideological labels. Siding 
with the left, he argues that the United States will have to raise 
taxes to cover the costs associated with baby boomers’ retire-
ments, and he calls for government to assume a far greater role 
in providing health care and education for all Americans. He 
rejects the right’s mantra that taxes harm the economy as one 
of the dead ideas that must be jettisoned. “The 1950s and 1960s, 
the period of our fastest growth in productivity, was also the 
era of our highest marginal tax rates,” Miller writes. “And if 
you compare national growth rates over the last three decades, 
you’ll 
 nd that Austria, Finland, and Britain—all of which have 
higher taxes than the United States—grew faster.” 

But Miller also has no patience for liberals who strive 
to protect poor countries from the expanding reach of big 
business. Business lifts a nation, he argues, improving the 
quality of life and giving the poor access to opportunities and 
advancement they wouldn’t have otherwise. “Business may 
ultimately be a more ‘progressive’ force than American labor 
or government in the decades ahead,” Miller writes. He also 
calls for the United States to employ market-based solutions 
whenever possible to provide health care and education to 
the public. His voucher-based proposal for health care is 
closer to John McCain’s approach than to Barack Obama’s. 

Miller’s book hits stores at the start of what many are call-
ing a new era in America politics. “There’s a new spirit in the 
country to face our problems head on,” Miller says. “I hope 
in some ways this can be the 
 rst book of the Obama era.”

Lawrence Goodman is the BAM’s senior writer.

Visitors interact in Boundary Functions 

and Deep Walls  (opposite page, bottom) 

at the Milwaukee Art Museum.
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He earned bachelor’s degrees in both fine arts and computer 
science, and a master’s in computer science. He simultane-
ously completed the experimental animation curriculum 
at RISD. He entered the computer graphics laboratory of 
Brown computer science professors Andries van Dam and 
John Hughes primarily as an artist, he says, and learned how 
to write scientific research papers as well. (He now holds 
thirteen patents.) 

After graduation, Snibbe worked at Adobe Systems, in Seat-
tle, as a film animator. On the side he developed an animated 
graphical communications program called Motion Phone that allowed people to collaborate on animations. An invitation to 

exhibit the device turned his hobby into a career. “I realized 
there was an audience for this new form of artwork that was 
interactive, that incorporated a person as part of the artwork,” 
he says. His influences include abstract film, environmental art, 
and Tibetan Buddhism. 

Snibbe continued to develop interactive pieces while 
teaching at art institutes and colleges, including UC Berkeley, 
Oregon State, and the San Francisco Art Institute. In Janu-
ary 2007, he launched the San Francisco company Snibbe 
Interactive to market his works. The California Academy of 
Sciences in San Francisco has commissioned three interactive 
pieces: Arctic Ice, which illustrates climate-related feedback 
loops in the Arctic; Bug Rug, which allows visitors to digitally 
trap bugs; and Galapagos, which explores colonization of the 
islands. Visitors can post videos of their museum experiences 
on Facebook and other social-networking sites. 

Snibbe’s goal is “to make a medium as emotionally engag-
ing as a movie, but one in which you remain aware of your 
body and your relationship to others”—in other words, he 
says, “to communicate a vision of the world where people 
understand that we are all interdependent.”  

Julia M. Klein is a Philadelphia-based cultural reporter and 
critic. See Scott Snibbe’s work at Snibbe.com.

To make the silhouetted image in  

Falling Girl, below, a choreographer and 

Snibbe (bottom, right) direct a dancer  

suspended in front of a green screen. 
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